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Abstract

Globally, countries have agreed to pursue the progressive realization of universal health coverage (UHC) and there is now a high level of political commitment to providing universal coverage of essential health services while ensuring that individuals are financially protected against high health spending. The aim of this paper is to help policy-makers think through the progressive realization of UHC. First, the pitfalls of applying global normative expenditure targets in estimating the national revenue required for UHC are discussed. Then, several recommendations on estimating national revenue are made by moving beyond the question of how much UHC will cost and focusing instead on the national health-care reforms and policy choices needed to progress towards UHC. In particular, costing exercises are recommended as a tool for comparing different service delivery options and investment in data infrastructure is recommended for improving the information needed to identify the best policies. These recommendations are intended to assist health policy-makers and international and national agencies who are developing country plans for the progressive realization of UHC.

Introduction

In 2015, United Nations’ Member States agreed to pursue the progressive realization of universal health coverage (UHC) as part of their commitment to the sustainable development goals. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines UHC as providing all people and communities with the promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative health services they need, of a sufficient quality, while also ensuring that use of these services does not result in financial hardship. Having made the political commitment, policy-makers in national ministries of health and finance are now asking the reasonable question of how much UHC will cost. To help policy-makers think through this question for their own countries, we first discuss the importance of reframing the question such that the focus is less on global
normative expenditure targets and more on the national policy choices and reforms needed to expand coverage and provide financial protection to all. Then we make recommendations that may be useful for estimating the national revenue required to move progressively towards UHC in individual countries. These recommendations are intended for health policy-makers and international and national agencies who are developing country plans for the progressive realization of UHC.

The pitfalls of global targets
In answering the question, “How much will UHC cost?,” national policy-makers frequently start with a straightforward comparison between current per-capita funding for health in their own country and global targets, which range from 54 to 86 United States dollars (US$) per person annually. This approach is problematic for several reasons.

First, one need to recall that global normative expenditure targets were developed primarily for advocacy purposes. They serve to highlight the importance of health as a contributor to national development and to generate political commitment. Although global targets may be useful for mobilizing donor funds and for identifying countries that need financial assistance, they were not intended to be used for developing national revenue estimates or for national planning. In situations where health budgets are limited, comparing current spending with global targets can lead to unrealistic estimates. For example, low-income countries such as Bangladesh, which currently spends less than US$ 30 per person annually on health, would conclude they need to double or triple spending. This conclusion is an unrealistic starting point for discussions between the health ministry and the finance ministry.

Second, focusing on global normative targets can lead to the erroneous assumption that UHC is a target to achieve, a threshold or a single fixed outcome that does not change over time. Instead, UHC is an objective that must be pursued continuously through reform of, and investment in, the health system. Although targets have been established to monitor service coverage and financial protection, these targets should not be confused with the progressive realization of UHC. Mongolia, for example, has for 15 years implemented reforms that aim to reduce high out-of-pocket expenditure on health. Similarly, all countries can strive to implement reforms that promote universal access, higher quality and financial protection, regardless of the resources they dedicate to health.

Third, the concept of a global normative target suggests that all countries need to spend a defined amount on health to achieve the same outcomes. There is evidence that high
public health spending can result in better service coverage and financial protection.\textsuperscript{4} However, the production of health is influenced by important factors that are specific to individual countries, such as the labour cost of health-care workers, the capital cost of buildings, the price of medical products and health services, and insurance arrangements.\textsuperscript{7} How national resources are managed also matters. In 2016, WHO found that the performance of different countries in improving coverage and financial protection varied widely, regardless of whether their health budget was low or high (i.e. over US$ 520 per person annually).\textsuperscript{4} For any given level of health spending, countries vary in health performance and achievements. Therefore, all countries have room for progress towards UHC. The question is less about achieving a spending target and more about what can be done with the resources available. For example, in 2017 the United States of America spent 18% of its gross domestic product on health but millions of its citizens remained without access to essential health services or financial protection.\textsuperscript{8}

Fourth, global normative targets tend to focus attention on the funding gap alone. This focus has led some policy-makers and donors to suggest that private financing could fill the gap left by the limited fiscal capacity of a country’s government.\textsuperscript{9} Using private financing to fill funding gaps is problematic if there is no overall vision of how private funding fits with the broader goals for UHC and financial protection. One should note that no country has attained full coverage or financial protection for their inhabitants by relying mainly on private financing or voluntary insurance; rather countries have made progress through a mix of funding sources, including general government revenue and mandatory insurance.\textsuperscript{10} Private financing sources can indeed generate substantial funding but, paradoxically, a high level of spending alone might not help realize UHC; it could even increase inequities.\textsuperscript{11} In some cases, a high level of private spending on health can divert scarce human resources to the privately insured at the expense of the rest of the population. In South Africa, for example, health expenditure from private voluntary insurance was equivalent to 4% of the country’s gross domestic product in 2016.\textsuperscript{3} However, as the privately insured accounted for only 16% of the population, this high level of expenditure did not benefit everyone equally.\textsuperscript{12} In fact, private spending moved South Africa further from UHC by increasing resource inequities between the public and private sectors.

**Recommendations**

Moving beyond the question of how much UHC will cost enables national policy-makers and health ministries to focus on the policy choices needed to accelerate progress towards UHC. Here, we make several recommendations that may be useful for estimating the national
revenue required to move progressively towards UHC in different settings. These recommendations focus on the information needed to engage constructively with national health and finance authorities on the critical reforms essential for making progress towards UHC.

**Cost accounting exercises**

In striving to accelerate progress towards UHC, tough policy choices need to be made on how services are provided, which levels of the health-care system should be involved in providing those services, the cost of the services and the prices that need to be paid for them. Here, the relevant question is, “How much progress can we make at different levels of funding?” We must determine what it will take to cover the entire population with a specified package of benefits under different funding and service delivery scenarios. Consequently, we must undergo a shift in thinking, to see UHC as an operational rather than a political construct.

Cost accounting exercises have limitations because cost, like UHC, is not a fixed point but a function. Current health expenditure reflects what has been achieved with the existing health system capacity and level of utilization at a single point in time. Such expenditure embodies inefficiencies within the health system, such as low productivity, excess capacity and an inappropriate mix of inputs into the system. Given that inefficiency is common, adding more resources alone would not be expected to result in a linear improvement in performance. Indeed, relying on historical service unit costs, which are based on existing service delivery models and utilization patterns, can be misleading and can even hamper progress. Moreover, one core objective of UHC is to address underlying inefficiencies and, thereby, accelerate progress.

Nevertheless, cost accounting exercises can be very useful if they provide information about the underlying cost structure of service delivery and illustrate the impact of decisions about how health services can be delivered. Cost studies can model a range of scenarios that make different assumptions about prices or the impact of incentives or that consider various service delivery configurations and levels of service use.

Recent health-care reforms in China, for example, aimed to strengthen health-care provision at county, township and village levels by encouraging patients to seek essential health services at the primary care level rather than from specialists in referral hospitals. In this instance, a costing exercise could demonstrate that the cost of hospital-based service delivery with fee-for-service payments would be higher than the cost of primary care service delivery with a payment mechanism that involved a budget cap. Costing different scenarios
can also identify the policy choices that must be made to attain the broader health systems goals of high coverage, efficiency and good quality. In this way, costing exercises can aid decision-making about policy options. Moreover, costing exercises can help identify the investments in infrastructure, resources and payment mechanisms needed to change the service delivery model such that care shifts from hospitals to primary care facilities. This approach may be particularly useful in evaluating reforms of the health-care workforce, which is a key constraint in many settings. Recruiting and deploying the health-care workforce for the progressive realization of UHC involves long-term investment and a multisectoral strategy that will take many years to implement.15

**Using costing exercises**

Many countries have developed health sector plans with detailed benefits packages and have estimated the resources required. In some cases, cost estimates have been unrealistic and the projected gaps in funding could not feasibly be closed over the short or medium term.16 In Ghana, for example, a costing exercise on the country’s Medium-Term Development Plan for 2010 to 2013 identified a funding gap that required a 113% increase in the government’s health budget.16 Politically, such findings can undermine efforts to accelerate progress towards UHC as they imply that large increases in general revenue are needed immediately.

Frequently, costing exercises for health programmes have used a bottom-up approach that has important methodological limitations. For example, aggregating cost estimates for individual services typically leads to a highly inflated estimate of total cost that almost always exceeds the upper bound of the resources available. Moreover, complex modelling that uses weak or inaccurate data can give policy-makers a false impression that the outcomes are more robust than justified.13

What to include in a costing exercise and for what purpose need to be well defined. Interpreting the costs of specific health services (e.g. for malaria, maternal health, family planning or human immunodeficiency virus infection) can be difficult, especially at the primary care level, because of the complexity of separating the costs of labour and supplies in facilities where a few health workers care for all patients.13 In addition, costing exercises are also affected by inefficient service delivery structures and unpredictable input prices. Then, there are other complicating factors unrelated to accounting, such as, not knowing where patients will access services, the difficulty of separating costs included or excluded from benefits packages, and variations in treatment between practitioners. Consequently, efforts to cost an entire benefits package can be long, confusing and inaccurate.
In contrast, costing a specific step in, or element of, a broader reform process can be valuable – particularly when directly tied to the sequencing of reforms. For example, cost accounting can be useful for setting provider payment rates and for evaluating investments in service delivery improvements. In determining provider payment rates, cost accounting focuses on the relative cost of different types of service output (e.g. simple malaria treatment versus complex cardiovascular inpatient care) and can produce an average cost per service across a group of facilities by apportioning administrative and ancillary costs to the final service output. These relative costs are generally stable for 3 to 5 years and are not influenced by the total budget available, which is based on an annual political decision and results in a base rate or average payment per service.

In Kyrgyzstan, the approach of costing individual elements of health-care reform contributed to the development of a case-based hospital payment system that drove restructuring and efficiency gains.\textsuperscript{17} The approach resulted in policies that allowed facilities to retain savings, matched payments to the services provided and enabled better data collection for the Kyrgyz single-payer system. In this way, cost accounting was used to evaluate specific policy options on the sequencing of reforms. In addition, by improving cost data, this approach also contributed to the development of a benefits package related to the level of service provided by primary care and referral facilities (rather than to a long list of approved services and procedures). Over time and by using ever-improving cost data, the benefits package was adjusted to achieve minimum standards – this improved equity of access by providing comparable funding in rural and urban areas.

**Investing in data infrastructure**

Investing in data infrastructure and increasing the availability of good-quality data are critical parts of the health-care reforms needed to move progressively towards UHC. Data can be used to monitor progress in implementing reforms and the availability of accurate data is important for calculating costs and prices. Many countries that have undertaken reforms have also invested in data collection systems to estimate input costs, output volumes and outcomes. In practice, countries can prioritize items that involve large expenditures and data that are feasible to collect; detailed information that is difficult to collect and does not improve the quality of the results can be omitted. Focusing on only essential data can avoid spending time collecting extra information that does not inform a costing analysis.\textsuperscript{13}

On the other hand, a lack of data has not prevented countries from implementing reforms in financing. Skeletal data sets can be generated from information that is already available and overall expenditure can be capped through strategic purchasing arrangements.
Specifying minimum data sets and putting processes in place will continually improve the information available for decision-making. One example is the National Health Insurance Scheme in India that was designed for 500 million of the country’s poorest people. As the scheme was established in a very short time, the government set reimbursement rates using available information while also putting into place data collection systems with a review mechanism that enabled these systems to be modified and improved over time.

Careful sequencing of health-care reform implementation can create a dynamic in which the first step makes the second inevitable. For example, estimating the cost of a benefits package does not directly lead to more efficient purchasing of health services or to overcoming the barriers presented by public finance management. However, shifting to an output-based payment system tends to strengthen and harmonize both information and operating systems, thereby improving data and the accuracy of costing exercises. Generally, data that are directly linked to a payment system (and therefore to financial management and audit mechanisms) are more reliable. In addition, a comparison with expenditure levels and reforms in other countries with similar income levels or in the same region may be helpful in discussions with policy-makers.

**Conclusions**

All countries face the ongoing challenge of ensuring that their whole population has access to essential, good-quality health care and is protected against high out-of-pocket spending on health. This paper has highlighted the pitfalls of using global normative targets to produce national revenue estimates. We urge national policy-makers to focus their efforts on the health-care reforms needed rather than on single cost estimates. In practice, the realization of UHC tends to be incremental: service coverage is extended through gradual increases in revenue, health delivery systems are strengthened and efficiency improves. Ultimately, how much UHC will cost depends on the way it is designed and implemented. In reframing the question from “How much?” to “How?,” countries can focus on the health-care reforms, service delivery models and investment needed to provide the foundations for better health among the whole population.
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